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TACKY MATS®

TACKY MAT®

800030
Get maximum protection with

the Tacky Mat® 800030 for foot-
borne contamination. Each sheet

has a strong adhesive coating that
removes dirt on contact and protects
sanitary conditions in cleanroom
areas. Each mat consists of 30 
disposable sheets. When the top
sheet becomes soiled, simply peel 
off to expose a new, clean surface.
Installs in seconds and can last for
weeks depending on the amount 
of traffic. No frame is required; 
adhesive strips or full-width backing
adhere the mat to the floor. Different
grades of tack are available.

TACKY ROLL MOPS

MODEL DESCRIPTION WT
6-303 3” Tacky Roll Mop 6 oz.
6-303R 3” Refill (not shown) 2oz.
6-301 9” Tacky Roll Mop 12 oz.
6-301R 9” Refill 10 oz.
6-300 18” T.R. Mop Assembly 10 lbs. 

w/4 refills 
6-300R 18” Refills 4 lbs.
6-336 36” T.R. Mop Assembly 15 lbs.

6-300

ALL-IN-ONE TACKY MAT®

Step-On or Step-Off Mat

Model 1021 Series
24” x 30” frame and pad
24” x 30” refills, 4 mats/case
Available in white, grey or blue

A portable entrance pad mat designed to remove small dirt 
particles and dust from feet. Each individual sheet contains a
microbial agent providing long lasting protection against growth of
organisms including mold, mildew and bacteria. When top sheet is
dirty, simply peel away. Refills are easy to install and come in 60
sheets. Frame and cleaning pads have a total thickness of 1/4�

NOMINAL SIZE ACTUAL TAPE SIZE WT
18” x 36” 18” x 34” x 5⁄64” 7 lbs.
18” x 46” 18” x 451⁄2” x 5⁄64” 8 lbs.
24” x 36” 24” x 34” x 5⁄64” 10 lbs.
24” x 46” 24” x 451⁄2” x 5⁄64” 13 lbs.
36” x 36” 36” x 34” x 5⁄64” 18 lbs.
36” x 48” 36“x 451⁄2” x 5⁄64” 21 lbs.
36” x 60” 36” x 60” x 5⁄64” 23 lbs.

Model 1021P Portable Series
24” x 30” w/frame and pad 

Ship weight of 15 lbs.

NEW!

6-301

6-336



SHOE BRUSH MACHINES

SHOE BRUSH 2001-TB
This fully automated shoe brush 
features four motor-driven brushes to
clean the sides, top and bottom of 
virtually any piece of footwear. This 
132 pound unit features a 1/3-hp,
120V/60Hz electric gear motor and
stands 19�(w) x 20.25� (l) x 15.25�(h)
plus a 23.75� support handle.

SHOE BRUSH
2010SC
This heavy-duty shoe and
sole cleaner features a
99.99% effective HEPA
filter exhaust system. 
Fully self-contained, 
captured dirt is easily
removed from its pull-out
drawer and the optional
Tacky Mat® with frame
assures footborne dirt
capture. Remarkably quiet
and efficient, this fully
automated unit stands 
18�(w) x 28� (l) x 39� (h) and weighs 135 lbs.

SHOE BRUSH 100-FJR
This switch-activated, three motor-driven
brushes clean shoe sides and bottoms.
This 60 pound machine features a 1/4�hp
120V/60Hz electric gear motor and stands
16�(w) x 16.25� (l) x 15.5� (h) plus a 23.5�
support stick.Shipping weight: 85 lbs.

THE BULLDOG® 351
Specifically designed to clean shoes where
employees or visitors enter your office, 
warehouse, or work area directly from outside 
or a dirty work area. This unit handles all types 
of dirt including mud, leaves, grass clippings,
slush or sand. Measuring 16� (w) x 21 (l) x 44 (h)
and weighing 135 lbs, this puppy is ideal for
heavy industrial areas.

AS-5 HEPA VACUUM
AS-5 HEPA (dry recovery) System is ready to use
and includes a tool kit. The convenient design
allows easy access to the HEPA filter while 
maintaining a leak proof seal. It features a 4 stage 
filtration system: paper filter bag, cloth prefilter,
HEPA filter and foam exhaust filter. Rated at only
59 dBa users are excited about this new 3 gallon
capacity, light-weight, 17 pound vacuum. It is a 96
CFM, 1000 watts unit with a 33� long power cord.
It stands 14� (w) x 17� (h) x 14� (l) and weighs 
17 lbs.

We recommend that the 100-FJR and 2001TB Shoe Cleaners be used in conjunction with a vacuum system.
We suggest the AS-5 Hepa Vacuum.



MATS AND FLOORING SOLUTIONS

LIBERTY INDUSTRIES, INC.
133 Commerce Street • East Berlin, CT 06023 (860) 828-6361 • www.liberty-ind.com

DURATACK® WASHABLE MAT
A permanent, washable, tack regenerating mat
(patent pending) designed specifically for the
removal of even the finest footborne and wheel-
borne contamination. Removes 98-100% of all 
surface contamination (minimum 3 steps). The mat
will self adhere to any flat, clean surface. All mats
come with adhesive strips and edge strip. Available
in blue, red, forest green and light grey � specify
color when ordering. Load resistance 1200 PSI.
Easy maintenance � mop, rinse, squeegee and let
dry, 100% of the tack is regenerated when cleaned
properly and regularly.

MODEL SIZE WT
DURA-2 2’ x 4’ 15 lbs.

DURA-6 4’ x 6’6” 45 lbs.

DURA-10 4’ x 10’ 65 lbs.

DURA-13 4’ x 13’ 95 lbs.

GREEN CLEAN CLEANER
For normal use and daily cleaning, mop,
squeegee and let dry. Packaged in 1 gallon 
concentration � 1:4 cleaner vs. water. It 
regenerates the tack, thereby lengthening
the life of the mats and flooring.

CLEAN CLEAN CLEANER
For high traffic and high contamination applica-
tions and monthly cleanings; mop, squeegee and
let dry. Packaged in 1 gallon concentration � 
1:4 cleaner vs. water.

MODEL SIZE WT
GREEN 1 Gallon 12 lbs.
CLEAN 1 Gallon 12 lbs.

WET SHOE SCRUBBER
Scrub the bottoms and sides of all types of
footwear! Rugged, replaceable maple
brushes have polyethylene bristles. Portable
units can be permanently mounted with
hardware provided. Add disinfectant and
water to the bottom of the pan. Unit is easy
to clean with all parts replaceable. 

MODEL SIZE WT
6981 26” L x 10” W x 4 1⁄2” H 35 lbs.

DISINFECTANT MAT(shown above)
Holds five quarts of sanitizing solution to clean
shoes at the entrance to laboratories or 
cleanrooms. Rubber fingers scrub shoe soles
while disinfectant sanitizes. Solid rubber formed
reservoir will not let solution run out. Flexing
action removes dirt. Empty, shake, rinse 
and refill. 

MODEL SIZE WT
430-2005 24” x 32” 10 lbs.

SPONGE MOP

MODEL SIZE WT
1110 10” Mop 5 lbs.

1114 14” Mop 5 lbs.

1110R 10” Refill 1 lbs.

1114R 14” Refill 1 lbs.

MODEL SIZE WT
1210 10” Mop 5 lbs.

1214 14” Mop 5 lbs.

1210R 10” Refill 1 lbs.

1214R 14” Refill 1 lbs.

Galvanized SteelStainless Steel

Ask for our FREE Clean Room Catalog or visit our website at www.liberty-ind.com

Highly absorbent, picks up 
lint and dust. Lever action
engages twin rollers.
Complete wringing
�Squeegee� absorbs 
moisture for faster drying.
Polyurethane mop head,

(Disinfectant Mat and disinfectant solutions
sold separately.).


